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_______________________________________________________ 

OFFICE OF THE Vice-President (Administration)  
INTRODUCTION  

_______________________________________________________ 

Dear Student Representative Assembly, 

This year is going to be one filled with a lot of change - 
government directed and otherwise. I tried to keep my platform 
realistic, and achievable. I’ve noticed in the past few month in this 
role is that the best thing you can do is make yourself accessible. 
Please know what it may not be the largest year plan, but every 
goal was made to have a lasting impact on not only our PTMs, 
volunteers, full time staff, but every student I was elected to 
support. I know these changes will trickle down to improve our 
service delivery and governing bodies.   

I was once told that “doing what is right and doing what makes 
people happy are often two very different things”. In this past two 
month and a half I have realized this more than ever. In this year 
plan I tried my best to set goals that are right: things that need to 
change, improvements that need to be made. With that, I hope the 
changes make people happy, if not - I hope that at the very least 
these goals will make the MSU better.  

I want to leave you all with a really overused quote: 

“Unless someone like you cares a whole awful lot, nothing is going 
to get better. It’s not.” - Dr. Seuss 

Cheesy, I know. But the sentiment still stands. I know that you all 
care. An awful lot, I would guess. People don’t sign up to spend 
every other Sunday night on campus if they don’t. That’s why I’m 
here to. So please, give me your feedback, your questions, or your 
help. Let me know how I can do what’s right and how I can make 
things better.  
 
Warm Regards, 

Sarah Figueiredo 
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GOALS 

Objective 1 Create Year Long Learning Opportunities for PTMS

Description Traditionally PTMs only under go training once, which 
happens in May. I want to implement training at three key 
points in the PTM term - May, September, and January.  

May Training: Current PTMs. Foundational training 

September Training: Current PTMs. Focus on team 
management and more nuanced scenarios with managing 
peers 

January Training: Current PTMs. Focus on volunteer 
management and engagement.  

February Training: Incoming Summer PTMs. Foundational 
Training. 

March Training: Incoming PTMs. Foundational Training

Benefits Opportunities for PTMs to grow their skills sets, informal 
check-ins, and opportunities to community build. As well, by 
having training spread out over multiple dates, it is likely more 
information will be retained. This will hopefully result in PTMs 
feeling more prepared/supported, and more thought 
transitions.

Difficulties This will require VP Admins in the future to hold multiple 
trains sessions, which means more work during key points of 
the year. Scheduling will also be difficult once classes and 
assignments begin, but by having the training sessions at the 
beginning of each term, this issue will be somewhat mitigated. 

Long-term 
implications 

If this system is to continue, we would see PTMs who feel 
more prepared come may first. This would mean they are able 
to jump into the role, and hopefully accomplish more goals in 
their one year term.

How? Connect with outgoing PTMs to discuss improvements to 
training

Partners Board of Directors, Current PTMs, EIO, AVP Service, 
Administrative Services Coordinator, Operations Coordinator 
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Objective 2 Create a sense of community amongst PTMS

Description Historically the PTM community has been somewhat disjoint. 
Often PTMs put most of their focus into their service, and only 
interact with the PTM cohort during PTM meetings. I want to 
create easy ways for PTMs to interact more, share knowledge, 
and grow together.

Benefits By having a close knit group of PTMs, they may feel more 
comfortable providing support to each other - especially in 
ways I cannot. Working with PTMS over the past years, I have 
noticed each has a unique set of experiences and knowledge 
that would be beneficial to share with the group. As well, 
there is often comfort in speaking to those with shared 
experiences. Though each service is unique, there are 
common challenges all PTMs face.  

I want to create a space where PTMs can find comfort in 
sharing these experiences, and where peer can help them find 
solutions.

Difficulties PTMs have services to run, understandably creating 
community amounts other PTMs may not be a priority. 
Scheduling face to face time is always difficult.

Long-term 
implications 

This will helpfully set a precedent for future cohorts of PTMs, 
and ingrain this supportive PTM community in PTM culture.

How? Creating more face to face time between PTMs (monthly PTM 
meetings) 
Facilitating a training space where PTMs learn from each 
other  
Highlighting common goals  
Encouraging PTMs to look to each other for insight 

Partners Current PTMs, Administrative Services Coordinator 
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Objective 3 Improve PTM Transitons 

Description These improvement involved two innaitives: 
1. PTM to PTM transient: this involves incoming and outgoing 

PTMs sitting down and discussing what their unique 
transition will look like. A informal agreement will be 
recorded specific to each PTM and service. 

2. March Training: The new cohort of PTMs should begin 
training in March. This training would be foundational, so 
the incoming VP Admin could go more in-depth in May 
training. 

Benefits 1. Having PTMs sit down with the VP Admin to discuss a 
transition plan ensures a transition takes place. Also by 
having both parties chat about what they believe to be as 
efficient transition I can ensure that outgoing PTMs are 
working with in the bounds of their time, and incoming 
PTMs feel comfortable wit the transition plan. By recording 
the transition plan, all parties have something to be held 
accountable to. 

2. By having foundational PTM training be moved to March, 
incoming PTMs will be more prepared come may 1st, when 
they start their role. Training during this time period will 
also allow outgoing PTMs to play a larger role in training by 
hopefully being physically present for some of the training, 
and helping shape content. Lastly, the outgoing VP Admin 
will have a better understanding of what the lifespan of a 
PTM looks like/common pit falls compared to somebody 
who is new to the role. I think having this knowledge guide 
foundation training for PTMs will ensure training is poignant 
and thorough. 

Difficulties 1. Ensuring incoming and outgoing PTMs agree on a transition 
system. Balancing work life balance for PTMs. 
Accountability.  

2. Asking incoming PTMs to attend training that is outside of 
their hours. Finding a time that works for most people. 

Long-term 
implications 

More prepared PTMs, less of the year is spent orienting 
themselves. Less on the VP Admins plate when they start May 
1st.

How? 1. Create a transition form all outgoing and incoming PTMs 
must fill out together. Schedule meetings with incoming 
and outgoing PTM pairs. Create an accountability measure.  

2. Set up a time for training, notify all incoming PTMs. Work 
with outgoing PTMs to shape content.

Partners Incoming PTMs, current PTMs, Maddison Hample
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Objective 4 Create Year Long Learning opportunities for SRA

Description Outgoing SRA members noted that they felt that training in 
the summer was not sufficient. By holding three in-person 
training sessions (once per month in first semester), we can 
ensure that the SRA are growing into the role in formal and 
informal year round.

Benefits By focusing each training session on specific topics, we can 
go more in-depth. The sessions and their benefits as as 
follows: 

Advocating and Lobbying: Myself and the Education Team will 
work to create SRA specific lobbying and advocacy training. 
SRA members are often attending meeting with stakeholders 
and the student body, we need to provide them with the tools 
they need to effectively communicate. 

Political Engagement: I will collaborate with the Marketing 
and Communication Department to create promotions and 
engagement training specific to the SRA. As the preview of 
the SRA is political, it is important we are recognizing unique 
promotions challenges the SRA face. 

Event Planning: SRA members are taking on a larger role in 
event planning, especially when it comes to supporting and 
collaborating with Faculty Societies. Individuals are often 
unaware of this aspect of the SRA role, and may be unfamiliar 
with event planning.The AVP Services to create SRA specific 
event training.

Difficulties Finding a time and space for everybody to meet (we likely will 
have to run two sessions). Creating training that is engaging 
but informative. 

Long-term 
implications 

The assets created for these training sessions can be utilized 
at future SRA trainings if the SRA chooses to move away from 
full year training. More face to face time with SRA members 
means more opportunities to connect.

How? Work with the speaker and experts in each area to create 
three SRA workshops. Work with SRA members to further 
refine content. Schedule a time and space to meet. Collect 
feedback.

Partners Speaker, Director of Marketing and Communications, 
Communications Officer, VP Education, AVP Services, SRA
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Objective 5 Improve Peer Support Department support

Description As cited in Krisinta Epifano’s year plan, and by many peer 
support PTMs, we need to be focusing on the long term plan 
for the peer support department. This includes conducting a 
community needs assessment, creating a departmental plan, 
and space guidelines/best practice sharing.  

We need to provide more support to this department as it is 
unrealistic to expect part time managers to complete these 
tasks, as well as run their service. In light of this, objective 5 
speaks to the creating of a AVP Equity position which will aid 
the peer support department, as well as out operations 
coordinator with HR support.

Benefits By increasing and solidifying support for this department, 
specifically adding a position to bring the group together, we 
can have one body heading large projects such as a 
community needs assessment as their main priority, instead of 
it being a second priority for five people.  

The large benefit for this is that these larger projects will be 
accomplished  and implemented, improving the long term 
functioning of our peer support department. 

Difficulties Defining the scope of the new role, defining the roles of 
support systems available to the peer support department, 
getting individuals to a apply to the position.

Long-term 
implications 

Large scale improvements to how the MSU provides peers 
support. 

How? Work with EB to create the AVP Equity role. Work with the 
peer support PTMs and the operations coordinator to discuss 
division of responsibilities and support.

Partners Peer Support PTMs, Executive Board, Operations Coordinator, 
AVP Services, AVP Equity

Objective 6 Improve Human Resource Support 

Description Important to all members of the board this year is defining 
what the MSU’s HR support looks like. We need to solidify 
what is in our scope, and what requires external support. This 
then needs to be communicated to staff members and 
volunteers to ensure individuals are aware of the support 
available to them.

Benefits By having a clear, defined individual that handles HR 
complaints that are within their scope, and is aware of where 
to refer complaints that are out of their scope, the MSU can 
make it less daunting for individuals with an HR complaint to 
find support. 
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Difficulties Ensuring none of the vital aspects of the Operations 
Coordinators job are pushed aside (such as club support). 
Ensure no gaps are created in the job title switch. Ensure that 
individuals are not asking the Operations coordinator to act 
outside of the scope of the role - clearly communicate the 
limitations of the role.

Long-term 
implications 

In the long term, I hope this would flourish into a workplace 
where people feel more supported. I believe knowing the 
support that are available to them will create a more 
enjoyable experience for all staff members.

How? Change the job title of the Maddison Hample, the Operations 
Coordinator, to reflect the HR nature of her job. Connect with 
EIO to discuss where they can provide the MSU with support. 
Consult with third party HR firms for ad-hoc purposes. 

Partners Operations Coordinator, General Manager, EIO, Board of 
Directors

Objective 7 Re-valuate MSU volunteer appreciation 

Description The MSU typically does three large scale application events - 
sangria, eggnog, and student recognition night. I want to 
reimagine what it means to appreciate our volunteers and 
staff members.

Benefits We have seen a steady decline in participation in Eggnog and 
Sangria - it is clear these appreciation events are not 
appreciated by many of our volunteers. By working with 
volunteers and staff members to create an appreciation 
initiative that they enjoy, we can build a strong staff 
community. Our volunteers and staff members work very 
hard, they deserve to feel appreciated for the work they do.

Difficulties Everybody enjoys different things and wants to feel 
appreciated in different ways - finding a way to appreciate the 
most people will be the most difficult aspect of this goal. 
Financial restraints.

Long-term 
implications 

More inclusive volunteer appreciation events. Volunteers who 
feel appreciated and are more likely to stay involved - 
retention. Fostering a positive work environment.

How? Get feedback from volunteer on how they would like to be 
appreciated. Work with the VP finance to asses budget 
restraints. Implement. Gather feedback.

Partners Board of Directors, Services, Campus Events, Operations 
Coordinator, Executive Board.
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Objective 8 Increase transparecy between the VP Admin and PTMs

Description I want to work on keeping PTMs in the loop. If PTMs don’t 
uiltize the committee room during office hours, I don’t see 
them. This can make it difficult to forge a relationship with 
them, and to discussion projects being done and decision 
being made. I want to increase communication with PTMs to 
not only communicate what I am doing, but to make them 
feel comfortable asking questions.

Benefits I think frustration or tension between VP admins and PTMs 
often comes from a lack of understanding of what’s going on 
with the roles they are in. Often both PTMs and VPs are 
holding conflicts that are not ‘visible’. I hope with frequent 
communication, I can open up pathways for questions and 
feedback. This will lead to a more transparent relationship 
between me and my PTMs. 

Difficulties Scheduling will be difficult as PTMs will get busy during the 
school year.  

It is difficult to maintain an open door policy sometimes. I 
have noticed in this role that work piles up very fast, but when 
you are in the office you often have people stopping by to 
chat. It sometimes is a perpetual game of catch up. This is a 
similar challenge that is presented with weekly email, they 
often get put on the back burner.

Long-term 
implications 

More understanding between PTMs and VP Admins. PTMs 
feeling like they know what is going on

How? More frequent PTM meetings (monthly), weekly updated 
emails, open door policy

Partners PTMs
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Objective 9 Create a sense of community between full time staff and part 
time staff

Description There is often a disconnect between full time staff and part 
time staff. These two groups of individuals can provide each 
other with so much support, but due to the lack of 
interactions these group have with each other part time staff 
members are often left feeling intimidated by full time staff. I 
want to create a space where full time staff and part time 
staff feel supported by each other.  

Benefits The more we have staff members interacting, the more they 
will feel comfortable accessing each other for help. I often see 
PTMs struggle with accessing institutional or historic 
knowledge of the MSU, and full time staff members with great 
ideas to improve the union, but no outlet to implement them. 
By making a more cohesive community between these 
groups, we can get them to utilize each other as support. 

Our full time staff have such a wealth of knowledge, and 
genuinely want to see our student staff succeed. Our part 
time staff has a passion for change. Joining together this 
passion and knowledge would help create change for the 
better.

Difficulties Finding face to face times that work for everybody. 

Long-term 
implications 

If successful, this would create and environment where PTMs 
feel comfortable going directly to full time staff and utilizing 
them as a resource. This would reduce the amount of time 
PTMs spend struggling to find information/complete their 
goals as they could go directly to a spruce of support when 
needed.

How? Bringing in full time staff members to PTM training when 
possible. Creating more office events - such as birthday 
celebrations and office trivia days.

Partners PTMs, Full time staff, Board of Directors.
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Long-term planning 

Overarching 
Vision (what 
is the 
ultimate 
goal?)

Create a VP Admin role that is sustainable and specific

Description • The VP Admin in often referred to to as the Jack of All 
trades as they their portfolio is compiled of odds and 
ends that don’t fit in other portfolios. I believe that the 
VP admin role needs to be reviewed, and job priorities 
need to be distributed where appropriate to ensure the 
VP admin role is not overloaded.

Benefits • A more accessible position. More time for the VP admin 
to spend on things that are in the scope. Better support 
for PTMs. A less stressed VP admin :)  

Year 1 • Work with the Speaker, SRA, and President to review the 
role the VP plays in SRA support. 

• Actively take note of what does fall in the VP admin 
portfolio, consult note what does not fit in the role 

• Provide these recommendations to the next VP Admin

Year 2 • Review recommendations from past VP Admin 
• Actively Take not of what does fall into the VP Admin 

portfolio, and what does not - reference suggestions from 
previous VP admin 

• Provide a list of suggest changes to incoming VP Admin

Year 3 • Make necessary changes at the end of the year utilizing the 
two years of data 

Partners Board of Directors, Executive Board, Admin Team, SRA, 
Speaker

Overarching 
Vision (what 
is the 
ultimate 
goal?)

Continuation from last year: Strengthen support and 
relations between VP Admin equivalents from other 
universities  

Description Many other student unions operate similar services, 
experience similar challenges and can share experiences. I 
believe there should be a stronger connection amongst 
Vice-President Administrations (or similar JD’s). 
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GOALS to strive for 

List 5 things that you would like to have prepared for the beginning of 
September 

1. Community Education Coordinator Role Filled 
2. AVP Equity Role Filled 
3. September PTM Planned 
4. September Peer Support Training Planned 
5. One on Ones with PTMs 

List 5 things you would like to have completed during the fall term (1st) 

1. Community Needs Assessment Complete 
2. PTM and Board Feedback Collection 
3. Hiring round One 
4. SRA Skill Building Sessions 
5. Plan for staff recognition events 

List 5 things you would like to have completed during the winter term (2nd) 

1. Students in Distress Protocol Complete  
2. Planner Equity  
3. Hiring Round Two and Three 
4. SVRP Training Resource 
5. A good board transition 

Benefits This will create a support network for individual who share 
similar experiences and challenges throughout their roles. 
We can also learn from each other in order to enhance the 
service we are providing to students. 

Year 1 
(2018/2019)

•  Build an online connection with my counterparts and begin 
the conversations surrounding service operations, 
supporting managers, volunteer retention and enhancing 
student life.  

• Visit other student unions to see service spaces, and discuss 
operations and challenges  

•  Review the jobs of counterparts to see the difference that 
exist between unions 

Year 2  
(2019/2020)

• Begin hosting more in-person conferences and meetings for 
counterparts to come together and learn  

• Focus on facilitating workshops and brainstorming sessions 
to help create a learning environment 

Year 3 
(2020/2021) • Continue conversations and establishing relations – 

potentially expanding to all schools in Ontario or Canada

Partners Other Student Unions, MSU President
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Master Summary 

(calendar and checklist) 

May PTM Training One 

Famialirze myself with the Welcome Week structure (WWAC, 
WWSTAPC, WWPIC) 

Administer year plans for PTMs

June SRA Training 

AVP Training  

Begin Planning Peer Support Training Weekend 

Review Welcome Week Special Projects Funding Applications  

Review PTM Year Plans  

Write year plan

July Finalize and Hire AVP Equity 

Collaborate with EIO on creating SVPR training for services 

Work With Diversity Services to create infrastructure for Race-
Based Peer Support  

Being One on Ones with PTMs 

Create Hiring Training/Hiring Schedule 

Finalize Welcome Week STAC Programming Planning 

August Create Hiring Time Line 

Begin Community Needs Assessment 

Finalize Job Descriptions for Admin Team 

Welcome Week 

Facilitate Welcome Week Strategic Theme Programming (3 Events) 

Support Campus Events, Shine, Maroons, and Welcome Week 
Faculty Coordinator  

Complete One on Ones with PTMs 

Work to involve PTMs in SCI Campaigns
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September PTM Training Two 

Facilitate Peer Support Training 

Complete Community Needs Assessment 

Assist in Planning Caucus Leader Training 

SRA Training Workshop One 

Full Time and Part Time Staff Social 

Revaluate STAC (Advocate for PCC on STAC) 

PTM Meeting One 

Send out PTM Transition Report Template

October Hiring Cycle One 

Create Peer Support Space Guidelines 

SRA Training Workshop Two 

Pilot Race Base Peer Support (with Diversity Services) 

PTM Meeting Two 

Review WW Feedback

November Hiring Cycle Two 

PTM Transition Meetings Round One 

SRA Training Workshop Three 

PTM Meeting Three 

Collect Mid-Year Feedback

December Review and Edit PTM How-To Guide 

Student Recognition Event One 

Mid Year PTM Transition Template

January PTM Training Three (January Refresher) 

Hiring Cycle Three 

PTM Transiiotn Meetings Found Two 

PTM Meeting Four 

Distribute Mid-Year Feedback
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February PTM Transition Meetings Round Three 

Summer PTM Training 

PTM Meeting Six

March Student Recognition Night 

Assist with SRA Training for new cohort 

Support WW Rep training  

PTM Meeting Seven

April Foundational PTM Training (New Cohort 

Student Recognition Event Two 

Board Transition 

Write Tansition Report 

VP Admin Training for New VPs  

Exit interviews for PTMs
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